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VME 9309 TS

Inner values are not always evident straight
away - the same goes for the Audiovox VME
9303 TS. The 1 DIN moniceiver conceals its
7-inch touch screen rather successfully. At
first glance it’s just a “normal” car radio. How-
ever, appearances can be deceptive: A touch
of a button causes the display to slide grace-
fully from its housing, making it ready for use.
The unit’s screen, which boasts a resolution
of 1440 x 234 pixels in a 16:9 aspect ratio, 
delivers a good performance with highly 
detailed images. If the viewing angle is slightly
off for comfortable viewing, it can be altered
by pressing the tilt button.
Visual material for long car journeys can be
played easily via the USB socket or in a 
conventional manner by inserting DVDs. In
addition to standard video DVDs the drive can
also accommodate VCDs and SVCDs. When
it comes to DVDs you have burned yourself
the Audiovox unit is able to play both DVD
R/RW and DVD R/RW+. Movie formats recog-
nised by the VMS 9309 TS include AVI,
MPEG1 and 2, XviD and DivX, while photos
are only supported in a JPEG format. In the
music department the unit supports music
CDs, MP3s as well as WMAs. In a time where
virtual keys and buttons on numerous screens
are commonplace the speaker knob on the
front panel is particularly pleasing. Neverthe-
less, the majority of settings are still con-
ducted via the touch screen, such as sound
correction on the three-band equaliser.

A search for embellishment in the simple 
operating menu is one conducted in vain, and
this is a real advantage: Operation is made
simple and concise. The detailed instruction
manual is not out of line either, the only thing
that appears a bit too complex initially is the
remote control. In the sound department the
Audiovox moniceiver is extremely pleasing at
low frequencies, however, when playing
higher tones it is occasionally a tad too 
defensive. In terms of a radio unit it provides
a predominantly good reception. The 
Audiovox VME 9303 TS is also suitable for
individual expansion requirements as it has

sat nav connectivity. Additional displays,
game consoles and cameras can also be
connected via the preamp outputs, the two
AV inputs and the video output on the 
moniceiver.

+ high resolution
+ simple handling


